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Resource Information

**URL:** [http://hipposeq.janelia.org/](http://hipposeq.janelia.org/)

**Proper Citation:** Hipposeq (RRID:SCR_015730)

**Description:** Database of RNA-seq gene expression in hippocampal principal neurons. Hipposeq can analyze and visualize RNA-seq data for all excitatory cell populations in the hippocampus at multiple levels of granularity.

**Resource Type:** Resource, data analysis software, data processing software, database, software application, sequence analysis software, web application, software resource, data or information resource

**References:** [PMID:27113915](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5272536/)

**Keywords:** rna seq, gene expression, sequencing, hippocampus, principal neuron

**Parent Organization:** Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Janelia Research

**Funding Agency:** Howard Hughes Medical Institute

**Availability:** Freely available

**Website Status:** Last checked up

**Resource Name:** Hipposeq

**Resource ID:** SCR_015730

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Hipposeq.

No alerts have been found for Hipposeq.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 13 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org.


Evans MC, et al. (2018) Carbamazepine-induced suppression of repetitive firing in CA1 pyramidal neurons is greater in the dorsal hippocampus than the ventral hippocampus. Epilepsy research, 145, 63-72.


Mancarci BO, et al. () Cross-Laboratory Analysis of Brain Cell Type Transcriptomes with Applications to Interpretation of Bulk Tissue Data. eNeuro, 4(6).